
 

 

Interesting Facts on the Usage of Coffee 

Machines 

Since the invention of vending machines by the ancient Greeks, the drop-a-coin-to-shop technology has 

come a long way, with thousands of vending machines being installed in pretty much every developed 

city. The vending machine business offers a wide range of products, including the jaw-dropping live 

lobsters in Japan. However, one of the most popular types is the hot drinks vending machine, found not 

only in malls and cafes, but also very common in offices.  

Let’s look at some fun and interesting lesser-known facts about coffee machines. 

1. The process 

All coffee machines expose roasted coffee to water that is just below boiling temperature (212 

degrees F or 100 degrees C) for long enough to transfer essential oils to the water. If the coffee 

brews for too long, it gets a bitter taste; and if it brews for too little time, the desired taste fails to 

develop.  

 

2. Vacuum coffee 

Invented in 1840 and still very popular, the vacuum coffee brewer is an ideal match for coffee 

purists who like their coffee sediment-free with no paper filter taste. 

3. Electric coffee 

The dawn of electricity brought us the electric coffee machine, which first boils and then brews 

coffee.  

 

4. Drip coffee 

The drip method of making coffee involves passing hot water through ground coffee placed in a 

paper filter, which collects into a carafe at the bottom. Many auto-drip coffeemakers come with 

heated bases to keep the coffee got, which may increase bitterness. Drip coffee machines are 

usually the most inexpensive and therefore most common choice for household coffee machines. 

 

5. Pressed coffee 

To make pressed coffee, heated water is poured through grounds, or packets containing grounds, in 

a coffee press. Then a plate pushes the coffee to the bottom of the beaker. This coffee is generally 

consumed immediately. 

 

6. Insulation 

Improved methods of insulation have eliminated the need for a hotplate in brewing. Well-insulated 

carafes are able to keep coffee hot without making their taste bitter. These coffee brewers are ideal 

for people on the movie with no time to manage coffee pots, mugs or travel mugs. With a well-

insulated, thermal coffeemaker, the coffee brews directly into the thermal container. 



 

 

 

Coffee machines come in a wide range of shapes and sizes, with different options to produce a variety of 

hot beverages. If you are looking to buy a commercial coffee machine, the internet is the largest source 

of affordable and advanced coffee machines for a thriving business! 
 

http://www.autobar.co.uk/hot-drinks-vending/coffee-machines/

